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Sercom Storage Manager

In brief:
Status reports for all controls
Overview of all running and waiting
periods
Settings are saved for each product
treatment
Automatic spill-over of treatments
Quiet, freely adjustable humidity
control
Different cooling down strategies
CO₂ ventilation control

Sercom's Storage manager is an application within our
process computers that has been specially designed for
drying, conditioning and storing of arable products. With
one central computer you can control every drying
and/or storage situation and you create the ideal
support.

User-friendly controls
The controls are available in two versions: LCD and PC.
The large, easily visible display of the LCD control unit
provides all essential information at one glance. With
the PC control unit with SercoVision, graphs can be
used to review what the values of earlier measurements
were, which greatly simplifies the analysis of the storage
results. 

Energy saving
Energy management is fully integrated in all controls.
Wherever possible, depending on the conditions,
maximum use will be made of the outside air to
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minimise the energy bill for the use of cooling and
heating. The controls also take peak and off-peak rates
into account and run all of the equipment at their
economic optimum level. 

Quality enhancement
Specific programmes are are available for each
treatment period. In one total overview you can
immediately see whether everything is working as it’s
supposed to. You can also see why it doesn't work, if
you would expect it to. Modern insights and
developments using natural gases help you maintain
the quality of your products.

Long lifespan
The computer is suitable for both small and large
storage systems. Both the hardware and the software
have a modular structure. This means that future
expansion is always possible without great expense.
Thirty-year-old Sercom storage computers still run with
the most recent software.

Wireless control
Like all Sercom process computers, it is also possible
within arable farming to wirelessly control the storage
cells that are located in a distance. Several of this
variant have already been supplied and the problem-
free wireless communication within a ratio of 5
kilometres offers many possibilities for central control
of the cells.
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